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With its various concept demonstrators the European research project TA2 (Together Anywhere, 
Together Anytime) shows how families and friends can be brought closer together. The core of TA2 is 
the high quality audio and video communication platform with orchestration to ensure that the proper
content is presented at either side.

Since our last Newsletter in January 2011 the project has achieved important cornerstones, e.g.:

 The TA2-Storytelling demonstrator has been deployed at families and is evaluated by real users.
 A lot of user evaluations are going on with the concept demonstrators.
 Music Tuition has undergone various tests.
 The family game concept demonstrator comprises much more functionalities, such as mini games.
 Orchestration has been widened for three sites and many more cameras.
 A lot of integration work has been going on to integrate the various TA2 modules.
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More information is available on the TA2 website:  http://www.ta2-project.eu

Public TA2 deliverables are available on:  
http://www.ta2-project.eu/deliverables/deliverables.html

Please visit our TA2 YouTube Channel “ta2project” to see illustrative videos of TA2 and its concept 
demonstrators.  
www.youtube.com/ta2project

User trials with TA2-Storytelling

The TA2-Storytelling system is being deployed in real homes and allowing us to perform longitudinal in 
situ trials.  The system exemplifies the two principle components of TA2: natural communication and a 
shared activity. The former is realized through HD-Videoconferencing using the TV as a terminal, the 
latter is implemented on the iPad which is used as an electronic book reader. With a special app it 
becomes possible to turn the pages synchronously or to trigger sound effects, animations, or overlays 
on the TV screen. Technical details on the platform used for TA2-Storytelling were reported in the last 
TA2 Newsletter. For a video showing the system in use, tune to our YouTube channel or see the 
screenshots below.

Using TA2-Storytelling: Reading a book together while being apart

The TA2-Storytelling user trials are well underway. We have recruited a number of families where 
different generations live apart, but have fast broadband access. Since the beginning of September 
2011, we have deployed TA2-Storytelling systems in the homes of Swedish families for extended trials 
during four to six weeks per family. At the moment of writing, seven families have joined the trials. The 
research ambition is to better understand how TA2 technologies could fit into people’s everyday lives 
and habits, beyond the initial novelty effect. 
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The trials explore the TA2 application “Storytelling”, where adults and children can jointly read a book 
together whilst being apart. While some of the electronic adaptations are based on books by 
Ravensburger, we also extend the collection to suite the interest of the participants. We also try to 
understand what other kinds of shared activities could be meaningful in a TA2 context, in order to 

support the nurturing of group relationships 
while being far away from each other. 
Ravensburger have supplied suitable board 
games which can be played across a 
distance, and families themselves suggest 
their own activities, such as solving 
crosswords, helping out with homework, and 
playing improvised games. 

As a result of user feedback, we have added 
a handheld camera which can enable close-
up views of someone, a page in a book, or 
perhaps a board game - in some ways 
resembling what orchestration can do in the 
full TA2 system. We are continually carrying 
out user interviews, as well as collecting 
statistical data about how the systems are 
being used. The trials are expected to 
continue until December 2011. First 
evaluations from the user reactions are 

very positive; some families said that they hate to give the systems back after the trial.

MyVideos enters third evaluation phase

The TA2 MyVideos concept demonstrator studies new ways for capturing, organizing, creating and 
sharing highly personalized media content. Combining automated and manual techniques, MyVideos 
is a vehicle for studying asynchronous togetherness. It allows content captured by multiple users at 
social events to be aligned and correlated, and then made available for all users within that group. The 
system further provides an advanced content tagging and browsing interface. Based on an analysis of 
the media content, (semi-)automated content selection is supported that allows custom presentations 
to be created for the wider social groups of each of the participants. Unlike other approaches to 
creating ‘video mash-ups’, the TA2 MyVideos system provides model-driven support for creating these 
presentations dynamically, allowing users (and the analysis system) the opportunity to tailor content 
as it is being watched.

TA2-Storytelling deployment in home environment
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The content model that has been used within MyVideos for experimentation during the entire project 
period has been that of a high school concert. At the concert – which is typical of a non-professional 
event targeted for a specific social community – parents capture snippets of concert content. In 
general, they focus on their own child, but may also capture extra content on friends or significant 
concert events. The school also captures one or two full content streams with high quality audio and 
video. After the event, parents upload their content (perhaps with a set of access restrictions to protect 
their children). This content is automatically aligned in time, and automatically analysed to identify 
songs, people, instruments and significant events.

Once analysis is complete, users within the 
community can browse the system to view and 
compare content. More importantly, they can 
distribute compilations of the content that are 
targeted to the interests of individual users outside of 
the narrow community of content contributors. Using 
automatic orchestration of content, these dynamic 
presentations are created to meet the interests of 
particular users, such as uncles, aunts, 
grandmothers, friends, etc. The goal is to enable 
asynchronous togetherness based on specific 
interests of individual social communities.

In early phases of the project, the TA2 MyVideos system has undergone user testing in two trials at a 
high school in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. These trials focused on issues such as content capture, 
sharing and initial analysis. In November 2011, a third TA2 MyVideos trial will be held at a high school 
in Woodbridge, UK. This trial will focus on user-directed content browsing and automated 
orchestration of personalized presentations. As in previous trials, parents will be allowed to capture 
content of particular interest to them. A narrative model will be applied to this content, along with a 
model of the target user communities, so that custom presentations can be created and shared based 
on the paradigms of a concert summary, a particular song or a particular performer.

User tests with MusicTuition

In summer 2011, the TA2 project took a significant step towards developing its music tuition 
demonstrator by completing user trials of its music tuition system with six different musical instrument
types. The TA2 Music Tuition concept demonstrator is a hybrid system in which a key functionality 
from TA2 is added on to an existing video conferencing system; in this case a Polycom system. The 
additional functionality from the project includes the ability to seamlessly switch between camera views 
and the ability to define arbitrary and dynamic screen layouts defined in SMIL and controlled using a 
simple web interface.

The tests carried out in collaboration with the world renowned Aldeburgh music organization were
used to explore, the value music practitioners could perceive from using multiple cameras, as well as 
to receive their feedback on the efficacy of lessons carried out over a video conferencing link.

Tests took place with a piano, an oboe, a harp, a cello, a violin and a French horn. The tests 
highlighted a number of strengths of the system together with some areas that need improving. The 
common area for improvement was in the audio capture; the system we used had the “standard” 
Polycom microphones. It was clear that to provide better audio a more flexible set up was required 
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with multiple microphone inputs and the ability to control the sound, in particular to use a compressor 
limiter to prevent hard clipping of the audio during the loudest passages of music.

The use of the ability to 
switch camera views was 
mixed; but many tutors 
were keen to explore 
particular set ups that were 
useful in the teaching of a 
particular instrument. Both 
harpist and pianist valued 
seeing their feet as well as 
their hands whilst the 
French horn teacher 
wanted to see deeply into 
the bell of the instrument so 
he could provide coaching 
on the use of ‘stopping’ the 
process of using a hand in 
the bell of the horn to 
control the volume. One 
final observation, and one 
that our current system 
does not address but that 
can be well served by the capabilities of the VCE (Video Communication Engine) and the SMIL
(Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language), is to capture and share a version of the score that 
both teacher and pupil can annotate. 

Perhaps the overriding impression we gained was that remote music tuition would work; all the 
pairings felt it was a useful addition to traditional face to face lessons with one pairing agreeing “it’s 
just like a normal lesson”. With careful design we expect the use of multiple cameras will provide utility 
that far exceeds that derived from current video conferencing systems. Did it help nurture the 
relationships? We believe that increasing the frequency of possible interactions between a tutor and a
pupil can only help.

Interior view of the 700 seat concert hall at Snape Maltings, the home 
of Aldeburgh music
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Orchestration makes the difference

If video mediated communication was to support natural conversations between groups of people, 
then, we believe, it has to employ multiple cameras in each location. They, accompanied by 
appropriate screen editing techniques, allow the conversation medium to capture and transmit the 
details that matter (e.g. face and body gestures) and, at the same time, people to behave naturally in 
their own spaces, unrestricted by the constraints of the communication system. For example wide 
shots could be interspersed with close-ups of the persons in the conversation’s focus, to optimise the 
way in which the flow of the conversation and the necessary conversation cues are conveyed. The 
decision making process that controls the cameras and the way their content is edited on each 
particular screen (in each location) is called orchestration. Orchestration has to be an automatic 
process that is carried out by the communication system in real-time, during the actual conversation.

Orchestration learns from communication, cognition and cinematography (film and TV). However, it is 
a novel concept altogether. We are the first to have carried out a rigorous experiment that tested and 
evaluated it as a holistic experience – i.e. not as just one or a few rules explored in a multi-camera 
setup.   

At Goldsmiths, University of London, 
we carried out experiments through 
which we assessed orchestrated video 
communication in a particular social 
context: a group of friends having a 
relaxing time, playing Pictionary and 
having idle chit-chat. Two separate 
rooms were connected with three 
cameras per room. The orchestrated 
communication was driven by human 
operators: the TV content for each 
room was edited in real-time from the 
video streams originating in the other 
room. This was compared with a 
“static” video communication, similar to 
what is available in current video-
conferencing technology, which 
consisted of a wide-shot covering the 
space in each room. Ten sessions 

have been evaluated, each consisting of approximately three 30 minutes long interaction episodes, 
each corresponding to one of the previously described conditions. Forty participants took part in the 
experiment.

We achieved a ground breaking result: our experiments provided, for the first time, clear evidence that 
orchestration does enhance the quality of communication. This conclusion was drawn from the 
objective quantitative measurements. However, the results based on qualitative subjective evaluations 
of the actual interaction experience were inconclusive. We believe these were due to a number of 
limitations of the experimental set-up. We are already in the process of investigating the same issue 
through an experimental set-up that addresses the limitations of the former. However, based on the 
results we achieved so far, we strongly believe that orchestration is a necessary feature of group to 
group video-based communication systems.

Participants engaged in the video-mediated conversation
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Integrating the TA2 system for a family game

Of all the concept demonstrators developed within the TA2 project, the idea of developing a 
collaborative casual game for 6 or more players in three different locations was always going to offer 
significant technical challenges. Family Game was designed to allow TA2’s leading-edge technology 
components – including audiovisual analysis, dynamic orchestration and complex visual composition –
to be evaluated at the same time.

Over the last year, TA2 has seen a huge 
effort from the technical team involving 
more than 20 developers from 9 project 
partners to develop and integrate all the 
system components. The system is now 
nearing completion and will be evaluated 
in a lab environment with groups of 
friends and families at the end of 
November 2011. Three labs will be used: 
two in Alcatel-Lucent’s offices in 
Antwerp, and one at CWI’s offices in 
Amsterdam. The evaluation will make 
use of the project’s special testbed 
network, running over the Internet, which 
already links three project partners and has allowed extensive testing of system performance over 
contended long-distance networks, as well as allowing team members to work closely together and 
reduce the need for travel.  

However, face-to-face meetings have still played a vital part, and the team has held three technical 
integration workshops at Goldsmiths College in London so far this year, whose lab facilities are ideal 
for system integration, and testing the complex Orchestration components in a controlled environment.

The technical team is using a variety of techniques to improve the quality and reliability of the system,
including unit testing, a system-wide test suite, centralised daily progress reporting, and thorough 
version control via the project’s subversion repository.
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Fraunhofer prize for excellent audio codec

Three scientific employees of the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS (Marc Gayer, Manfred 
Lutzky and Markus Schnell) have been awarded the prestigious 2011 Joseph von Fraunhofer Prize for 
the development of AAC-ELD, the audio coding procedure for improved voice and sound quality in 
telephony and video conferencing.

Telephone calls and video conferences with a sound quality 
that approaches that of direct communication are now 
possible with this new audio coding technology - it is almost 
as if the discussion participants are sitting across from one 
another. The codec has been used and improved within the 
TA2 project for the Audio Communication Engine (e.g. used 
in TA2-Lite and TA2 Family Game).

Due to its enormous performance capacity, the coding 
process has already prevailed in many areas. Marc Gayer 
explains, “Currently, AAC Low Delay, the forerunner of AAC-
ELD, is the actual standard for many video-conferencing 
systems. But the process is also increasingly applied in radio 
broadcasts, for example for live sports reports“. The 
advantage of improved speech transmission is also beneficial 
for mobile devices, such as iPhone4 and iPad2. 

The Joseph von Fraunhofer Prize has been awarded by the 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft every year since 1978, in recognition 
of outstanding scientific work by members of its staff leading 
to the solution of application-oriented problems. Over 200 
researchers have meanwhile seen their work honoured in this 
way.

TA2 at conferences

TA2 has been very active at international conferences and trade shows. The list below shows a few 
highlights; for a full overview please visit 
http://www.ta2-project.eu/conferences/conferences.html

On 10 July 2011, the very popular German 
children science TV programme "Die Sendung 
mit der Maus" (the programme with the mouse) 
visited Fraunhofer IIS in Erlangen. 
About 12,000 children and family members 
enjoyed playing with the TA2 system connected 
to 6 end-points, one of which was close to Berlin
(Photo by Nikolaus Färber, Fraunhofer IIS)

With audio coding technologies, Marc 
Gayer, Manfred Lutzky and Markus 
Schnell (from left to right), were able to 
considerably improve the quality of 
communication systems. (Photo by
Dirk Mahler).
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27-29 September 
2011

TA2 stand at exhibition
TA2 organised seminar on Managing ICT projects in FP7 – Exchange of best practices
NEM Summit 2011, Torino, Italy

29 August -
2 September
2011

Impact of Excitation Frequency on Short-Term Recording Synchronisation and 
Confidence Estimation
Danil Korchagin, Idiap Research Institute
European Signal Processing Conference 2011, Barcelona, Spain

11-15 July 2011 Social Focus of Attention as a Time Function Derived from Multimodal Signals
Danil Korchagin, Idiap Research Institute
Just-in-Time Multimodal Association and Fusion from Home Entertainment
Danil Korchagin, Idiap Research Institute
Reasoning for Video-mediated Group Communication
Manolis Falelakis, GOLD
ICME 2011 - IEEE International Conference on Multimedia & Expo, Barcelona, Spain

11-13 July 2011 The use of linguistic coherence indicators across media and languages
Martin Groen, GOLD
Twenty-first Annual Meeting of the Society for Text & Discourse, Poitiers, France

10 July 2011 WDR-Maus zu Gast beim Fraunhofer IIS
Fraunhofer IIS hosts the popular German TV Programme "Die Sendung mit der 
Maus" and shows i.a. interacting with others using TA2 systems. 12,000 children 
and family members attended the event.

28-30 June 2011 Choose your partner carefully: early value network definition for technology developers
David Langley, Arno Maris, TNO
The R&D Management Conference 2011, Norrköping, Sweden

14-17 June 2011 Social Practices around Personal Videos using the Web
Rodrigo Laiola Guimarães, CWI
ACM Web Science Conference (WebSci 2011), Koblenz, Germany

6-9 June 2011 Automatic Generation of Video Narratives from Shared UGC
Vilmos Zsombori, GOLD, CWI, BT
ACM Hypertext 2011, 22nd ACM Conference on Hypertext and Hypermedia
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

30 May - 1 June 
2011

Audio Spatio-Temporal Fingerprints for Cloudless Real-Time Hands-Free Diarization on 
Mobile Devices
Danil Korchagin, Idiap Research Institute
HSCMA 2011 - Hands-Free Speech Communication and Microphone Arrays, Edinburgh, 
UK

29-31 May 2011 Upon opening the black box of participatory design and finding it filled with ethics
Marc Steen, TNO
Nordes 2011 (Nordic Design Research Conference), Helsinki, Finland

7-12 May 2011 Are we in Sync? Synchronization Requirements for Watching Online Video Together 
(Conference paper)
Pablo Cesar, CWI
Designing Social TV and Social Communications for the Home (Tutorial)
Pablo Cesar, CWI
Social Game Studies at CHI 2011 (Workshop)
Staffan Björk, II
Social Game Studies at CHI 2011, Staffan Björk, II
CHI2011, Vancouver, Canada
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21-25 March 
2011

Exploiting Long-Term Observations for Track Creation and Deletion in Online Multi-Face 
Tracking
Stefan Duffner, Idiap Research Institute
IEEE Conference on Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition - FG 2011, Santa 
Barbara, USA

19-23 March 
2011

Video Pal: An Asynchronous Video Based Communication System to Connect Children 
from US and Greece
Honglu Du, II
ACM CSCW 2011 (Computer Supported Cooperative Work), Hangzhou, China

26-28 February 
2011

The TA2 Database: A Multi-Modal Database from Home Entertainment
Stefan Duffner, Idiap Research Institute
Automatic Time Skew Detection and Correction
Danil Korchagin, Idiap Research Institute
ICSAP 2011 - International Conference on Signal Acquisition and Processing, Singapore

14-18 February 
2011

Enhancing Social Communication for the Home
Pablo Cesar, CWI
Summer Workshop, Sao Carlos, Brazil

9-12 January 
2011

Past, Present and Future of Social TV: A Categorization
Pablo Cesar, CWI
CCNC 2011 - Consumer Communications & Networking Conference, Las Vegas, USA

5-7 January 2011 The Interaction Ontology Model: Supporting the virtual director orchestrating real-time 
group interaction
Rene Kaiser, JRS
MMM - International Conference on Multimedia Modeling, Taipei, Taiwan

About TA2

TA2 is a large-scale Integrating Project of the ICT (Information and Communications Technologies) 
Work Programme under the European Community’s 7th Framework Programme (FP7). It was 
submitted to the first call of FP7 and addresses objective 1.5 (“Networked Media”) under challenge 1 
(“Pervasive and Trusted Network and Service Infrastructures”).

The project is partly funded by the European Commission.

TA2 is running from February 2008 to January 2012. Its overall budget is about 18 million euro.

14 partners from 8 European countries are involved in the project.

Further information is available at: http://www.ta2-project.eu


